The Hearts Center
Shasta Event
May 23, 24 & 25, 2008

The Chohans of the Rays Come to Mount Shasta
A Charge of Light for the West Coast of America:
Spiritual Adeptship for Keepers of the Lightning

Friday, May 23rd

5:00 p.m.  Greeting and registration
7:00  Welcome to The Hearts Center Community
Meditation
HeartStream with El Morya, Chohan of the First Ray
“The Divine Destiny of America”
Recap of HeartStream

Saturday, May 24th

Solar Gazing and Yogic Meditation (optional)
7:00 a.m.  Rosary of Faith
8:30  Breakfast
9:30  Mantras, Prayers and Songs
Meditation
HeartStream with Lord Lanto, Chohan of the Second Ray
“Wisdom of the Buddhic Path East & West”
Recap of HeartStream
11:00  Break
11:15  Presentation: Recap of the Chohan’s HeartStreams of January 2008
by Marsha Guyette, Lenore Harris and Lisa Delaney
Mantras, Prayers and Songs
Slide presentation of Lady Kristine’s Chrisms
Meditation
HeartStream with Paul the Venetian, Chohan of the Third Ray
“The Architecture of the Heart”
Recap of dictation
12:30  Lunch
2:00  Mantras, Prayers and Songs
Presentation: Discourse on Adeptship through the Messenger David C. Lewis
Slide Presentation of Lady Kristine’s Chrisms
Meditation
HeartStream with Serapis Bey, Chohan of the Fourth Ray
“Clearing a Pathway for Your Ascension”
Recap of HeartStream
4:00  Break
4:15  Presentation: **Mindfulness through Right Diet** by Janice Haugen
Movement through dance
6:00  Dinner
7:30  Mantras, Prayers and Songs
Presentation: **Divine Imagery for Talismanic Magic** by Bruce and Catherine Catlin
Slide Presentation of Jesus’ Jewels
Meditation
HeartStream **Hilarion, Chohan of the Fifth Ray**
“The Science of Adeptship in Joy”
Recap of HeartStream
Dancing with the Real Stars (Violet-fire waltzing with the Chohans of the Rays)

**Sunday, May 25th**

Solar Gazing and Yogic Meditation (optional)
7:00 a.m.  Golden Buddha Rosary
8:30  Breakfast
9:30  Mantras, Prayers and Songs
Slide Presentation of Jesus’ Jewels of Joy
Meditation
HeartStream **Nada, Chohan of the Sixth Ray**
“World Service toward Cosmic Consciousness”
Recap of HeartStream
11:00  Break
11:15  Mantras, Prayers and Songs
Presentation: **Spiritual Activities within The Hearts Center** by Cathleen Alexander
12:30  Lunch
2:00  Mantras, Prayers and Songs
Presentation: **The Science of Emanation** by Boyd Badten
Slide Presentation of Jesus’ Jewels of Joy
Meditation
HeartStream with **Saint Germain, Chohan of the Seventh Ray**
“My Aquarian New World Vision”
Recap of HeartStream
4:00  Break
4:15  Mantras, Prayers and Songs
Community Sharing
Inauguration of a Heartfriends Group of Mount Shasta
Meditation
HeartStream with the **Maha Chohan, Representative of the Holy Spirit**
“Spiritual Re-Integration Now”
Recap of HeartStream
Sealing of the Weekend Event